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GROOMING
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AESOP
Moroccan Neroli
Shaving Duet
80 USD
AESOP.COM

Aesop’s Moroccan Neroli Shaving Duet is a pairing of exceptional products that
facilitate the perfect shave. The duet contains Moroccan Neroli Shaving Serum,
which maximizes slip for an impeccably close shave and contains Aloe Vera,
Sandalwood and Neroli Blossom to soften and hydrate skin. The Moroccan Neroli
Post-Shave Lotion contains Neroli Blossom, Sandalwood and Bisabolol which
pacifies and hydrates skin.
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LE LABO
Shaving Cream
$34 USD
SASKSFIFTHAVENUE.COM

BOLIN WEBB
R1 24ct Gold Razor & Stand
300 GBP
BOLINWEBB.COM

A classic shaving cream that enables your razor to easily glide through it’s
smooth-textured formula. This plant-based formula is made with sage to
tone, soothing chamomile and nourishing coconut. The men’s grooming
line scent has the classic freshness of bergamot and lavender edged with
the coolness of violet and tonka bean.

Gold razor and stand presented in a luxury wooden gift box
with a two-year guarantee and a gift messaging service.
Premium materials for the ultimate luxury shave.
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BRUNELLO CUCINELLI
Leather-Trimmed Canvas Wash Bag
1,330 USD
MRPORTER.COM

TOM FORD
Exfoliating Energy Scrub
54 USD
NORDSTROM.COM

Cream canvas featuring tan cow leather, buckle fastening, and
a designer emblem. Internal hook with a removable zipped
pouch and three zipped compartments.

An exfoliating, energizing scrub formulated with Tom Ford’s skincalming and purifying complex to care for and nourish your skin.
Contains crushed apricot seeds to help remove dead skin cells
and unclog pores for clean, polished-looking skin. For normal to
oily skin types.

MULBERRY
Leather-Trimmed Camouflage-Print Canvas Wash Bag
£179.16
Mulberry’s expertly crafted accessories have been in high demand since the
British brand’s launch in 1971, and it’s not hard to see why. This camouflageprint washbag is made from leather-trimmed canvas that will endure plenty of
wear and tear, and has an internal zipped pocket for your eye mask or beard
comb.

VIKTOR & ROLF

SPICEBOMB NIGHT VISION
Eau de Toilette

105 USD
VIKTOR-ROLF.COM
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This seductive and unapologetically provocative expression of the explosive
men’s cologne is a masculine blend of grapefruit essence, black spice
complex, clary sage, geranium, and roasted almonds. A bold, dark, and sensual
fragrance for men that is every bit as audacious as it is addictive.

ALE X ANDER KELL A S CRE AT IVE DIREC T ION

7, RUE DU BOURG L’ABBÉ · 75003 PARIS
TÉL : +33 (0)1 42 77 07 07 · CONTACT@LESBAINS-PARIS.COM
WWW.LESBAINS-PARIS.COM
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JAPAN BEST
Bath Set
160 USD
MRPORTER.COM

BYREDO
Tree House Scented Candle
45 USD
BYREDO.COM

This set comprises of a selection of the label’s finest bath items traditionally
packaged in a white rice bag. Uno Hake’s body brush has been crafted in a
family-run workshop, Tamanohada’s muscovado soap comes on a rope so you
can hang it in the shower. Infused with binchotan charcoal, Kenkawai’s peeling
towel purifies and gently exfoliates the skin.

This scented candle is handmade in France,featuring top notes of
bamboo and pimento, heart notes of hay, labdanum and myrrh, and
base notes of leather. A solid frame dotted with scents of spice, myrrh
and labdanum.
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FITJAR ISLANDS
Holme Shaving Soap + Rosewood Bowl
42 USD
FITJARISLANDS.COM

A neutrally scented range, that has only the wholesome natural
aroma of its raw ingredients with a whiff of gentle herbal notes.
Like the feeling of being on a remote minuscule island, nothing to
distract you.

DR JACKSON’S
02 NIGHT CREAM
120 USD
DRJACKSON.US
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Presented in a beautiful amber apothecary jar that preserves
natural ingredients for longer, the 02 NIGHT CREAM has
extremely long-lasting hydrating effects. Suitable for all skin types;
especially good for dry skin. Contains vitamins A and E, Omega 3,
6 and 9.

immortal.is

A revolutionary
culmination of
over thirty-five years of
research, the immortalist
klotho formula (IKF) is the
answer to maintaining youthful
apparence, an alret mind and an
active body. IKF is a supplement that
offers a paradigm shift in the health ans
wellness industry.
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Nº 30
THÉ ARABIQUE
45 EUR
FRAU-TONIS-PARFUM.COM

No. 30 THÉ ARABIQUE smells of notes of black tea, ripe quince, dry Irish whiskey,
gurjun balm, musk and vanilla. This fragrance is intense, exotic and generates a warm
heart and plays with a fine hint of sugary sweet flavors. This scent is vegan.
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SISLEY-PARIS
Eau de Campagne Body Lotion
115 USD
HOLTRENFREW.COM

PERRICONE MD
HYPOALLERGENIC Nourishing Moisturizer
69 USD
PERRICONEMD.COM

Sisley Eau de Campagne Body Lotion is a fluid, light and invigorating emulsion
that provides instant and long-lasting hydration. It leaves the skin soft, fresh and
comfortable, subtly perfumed with the notes of Eau de Campagne. It is easily
absorbed into the skin, allowing you to dress immediately.

Perfect for sensitive skin that’s dry, dull or damaged. Preventing the visible
signs of aging, it provides deep hydration while keeping skin firm and toned.
Formulated with hydroxytyrosol, an extract from the olive fruit, and oleuropein,
from the olive leaf. Free of parabens, sulfates, synthetic fragrances, synthetic
dyes, petrochemicals and phthalates.
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GUCCI
GUCCI Guilty Love Edition Pour Homme
Eau de Toilette
114 USD
THEBAY.COM

Living free from expectations, Gucci Guilty Love Edition Pour
Homme is a new modern Aromatic Fougère Spicy Green scent,
with a striking spirit that is characterized by vibrant cold spices,
citrus and enigmatic masculine aromatic woods.

STYLE
BURBERRY
Black Check-Trimmed Cashmere Sweater
585 USD
BURBERRY.COM

THOM BROWNE
Black 4-Bar Contrast Classic
Longwing Brogues
890 USD
SSENSE.COM

Burberry’s iconic check is one of the best-known patterns in fashion, and can be
seen and heard even when it’s as subtle as the trim on this sweater. It’s knitted
from multicolored cashmere that’s soft, plush and insulating. Featuring a crew
neck, ribbed trims, and 100% Cashmere.

Pebble grained calfskin brogues in black with perforated and serrated
detailing throughout. Almond toe with tonal lace-up closure. Signature
tricolor grosgrain pull-loop at heel collar with leather lining in beige with
black and white striped leather appliqué at sides.

A-COLD-WALL
Belted Waist Trench Coat
1,228 USD

DANGO PRODUCTS
M007 Limited Edition Maverick Wallet
147 USD

Beige belted waist trench coat from A-COLD-WALL featuring
a concealed front fastening, a pointed collar, long sleeves, side
pockets, a front logo plaque and a mid-length.

The wallet boasts over 10 functions such as: a seat belt cutter, chisel,
2 paracord tensioners, nail pryer, standard 1/4” inch hex wrench, a bottle
opener, and etc. Holds up to 10 cards and cash behind the silicone
band.

FARFETCH.COM

DANGOPRODUCTS.COM

416 962 3937

Y/PROJECT
Upside Down Technical Rain Jacket
$583 USD
MATCHESFASHION.COM
Y/Project’s penchant for subversive silhouettes is succinctly captured by this
black upside down rain jacket. It’s crafted to a distinctive, off-kilter cut featuring
an adjustable drawstring hood and diagonal red, white and blue front zip with
an artfully panelled and draped back.

CARTIER
Tonneau XL Dual Time Limited Edition
18 Karat Rose Gold and Alligator Watch
$51,600 USD
MRPORTER.COM

BERLUTI
Fast Track Glazed Leather Trainers
$824 USD
MATCHESFASHION.COM

The sleek open-worked 18-karat rose gold case is fitted with two curved,
hand-wound skeletonised dials showing dual time zones, making it a great
tool for frequent flyers. Titled as ‘XL’, but it’s still a relatively slim and noninvasive timepiece, sitting at just 29.8mm in diameter with a narrow dark-grey
alligator strap.

BERLUTI fuses a contemporary silhouette with traditional fabrication
when crafting these black Fast Track Glazed trainers. They’re made in
Italy from panels of smooth leather and durable neoprene that ensure
optimum flexibility, then rest on a foam midsole and rubber traction sole.

RICK OWENS
Lace-up technical-gabardine jacket
$2,395
MATCHESFASHION.COM

PALM ANGELS
Black Recovery Sneakers
385 euros
VITKAC.COM

Rick Owens’ black jacket is from the SS20 collection, which is inspired by
the designer’s Mexican heritage and titled Tecuatl after his grandmother’s
maiden name. It’s made from technical gabardine that’s woven with a mix of
synthetic fibres and wool, then laced with cream and beige cords threaded
through silver-tone metal eyelets – a key accent across the runway pieces.

Black and grey sneakers from Palm Angels, finished with leather and
fastened via two velcro straps on the front. Embellished with printed white
graphic pattern with logo, featuring two grosgrain tabs on the rear.

MARNI
Eyed Leaves Printed Cotton Poplin Shirt
$392 USD
ITALIST.COM

BALMAIN
Dark Green Canvas B-Buzz 44 Bag
$3,295 USD
BALMAIN.COM

Made in Italy, crafted from cotton, this white and army green shirt from
Marni is decorated with an all-over eyed leaves print that will make you
daydream about your next vacay. Featuring a spread collar, a front buton
fastening, long sleeves, button cuffs and a curved hemline.

Adjustable and removable canvas shoulder strap, snap
fastening, interior zipper pocket, black tagged Balmain logo,
silver-tone finishes.

PRADA
Lug Sole Sneaker
$895 USD
NORDSTROM.COM

An aggressive lug sole grounds a head-turning
Italian fashion sneaker with sporty overtones. Laceup style with textile and synthetic upper, leather and
textile lining, and a rubber sole.
SOFT SUEDE LEATHER GLOVES - £160 anderson-sheppard.co.uk
EAST PAK AAPE TRANVERZ M CAMO - €240 eastpak.com
SUUNTO 7 SMARTWATCH - $479 USD suunto.com
ALEXANDER MCQUEEN IDENTITY NECKLACE - 470 USD
alexandermcqueen.com

VALENTINO CAMOUFLAGE RUBBER SLIDER SANDAL $330 CAD valentino.com

RAY-BAN AVIATOR CLASSIC - $193 CAD ray-ban.com

VALENTINO CAMOUFLAGE STRIPE BOMBER JACKET
£849.00 flannels.com

DSQUARED2 BUTTON SAFARI JACKET -$1295 CAD farfetch.com
TOM FORD CAMOUFLAGE COTTON BRIEFS - 125 USD
tomford.com

GUCCI
Textured G Wool Jacket
$3800
GUCCI.COM

Crafted from textured G wool with a knitted effect, this singlebreasted jacket is defined by a full canvas construction, ensuring an
ideal fit and drape. An interlining canvas—a highly refined sartorial
structure—in the lapel, front of the jacket and extending through the
bottom. Sartorial excellence and an eclectic vision combine for an
exclusive assortment of tailored pieces..
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PUBLISHER/ ART DIRECTOR: LULU VIBERT - @LULU.UNLIMITED
PHOTOGRAPHER: IVAN OTIS - @IVAN.OTIS
HEAD STYLIST: PAUL LANGILL - @PAULLANGILLPAUL
HAIR &AMP; MAKE UP: JULIA VALENTE - @JULIAVALENTEMAKEUP
STYLIST: LACEY ELIZABETH - @LACEY_ELIZABETH_DESIGNS
STYLIST: MARIA CHOWDHERY - @MARIACHOWDHERY
MODEL: SID IRVINE - @SIDKIDNEY @PLUTINOMODELS
MODEL: NICHOLAS COLEMAN - @COLEMAN_T.O @PLUTINOMODELS
THE HOUSE COURTESY OF TAMARA BAHRY CANADIAN CONTEMPORARY PHOTOGRAPHER
@TAMARABAHRY

CREAM AND BROWN CHECKERED SUIT BY HUGO @BOSS
WHITE AND BROWN STRIPED DRESS SHIRT BY LEONE NAPOLI @LEONE_NAPOLI
GOLD SPIKED RINGS BY CATHARSIS @CATHARSISTORONTO
BLACK WATCH BY ARMANI EXCHANGE @ARMANIEXCHANGE
POCKET SQUARE BY AUSTEN DOR @AUSTENDOR
@TORONTOFASHIONACADEMY
CREAM PRINTED DRESS BY HUGO @BOSS
CREAM PHONE CASE BY PIPER &AMP; SKYE @PIPERANDSKYE
SEMI- PRECIOUS STONED EARRINGS AND BLACK DIAMOND LIKE
RINGS BY RITA TESOLIN @RITATESOLIN

RED AND GOLD PRINTED JACKET BY RHOWAN JAMES @RHOWANJAMES
BLACK WATCH BY ARMANI EXCHANGE @ARMANIEXCHANGE
GOLD SPIKE RINGS BY CATHARSIS @CATHARSISTORONTO
NEON PINK BODY FITTED DRESS BY MOSCATO PINK
@SHOPMOSCATOPINK @TORONTOFASHIONACADEMY
IRIDESCENT SEQUINS TOP BY NARCES @_NARCES
DIAMOND LIKE RINGS AND DROP EARRINGS BY RITA TESOLIN @
RITATESOLIN
HOT PINK AND GOLD TRIM PURSE BY ALDO @ALDO_SHOES

EMERALD GREEN SUIT AND WHITE DRESS SHIRT BY LEONE NAPOLI
@LEONE_NAPOLI
VINTAGE DIOR MEN’S TIE BY CHRISTIAN DIOR @DIOR
BLACK WATCH BY ARMANI EXCHANGE @ARMANIEXCHANGE
BLACK RINGS BY CATHARSIS @CATHARSISTORONTO
MULTI-COLOURED SEQUINS, WHITE COLLARED COUTURE DRESS BY
STEPHAN CARAS @STEPHANCARAS
SEMI- PRECIOUS GEMSTONE CROSS NECKLACE, DROP EARRINGS
AND SILVER DIAMOND LIKE RINGS BY RITA TESOLIN
@RITATESOLIN

WHITE AND GOLD TRIM WINDBREAKER JACKET
BY RHOWAN
JAMES @RHOWANJAMES
BLACK LEATHER ROPE NECKLACE BY RITA
TESOLIN
@RITATESOLIN

WHITE AND GOLD TRIM WINDBREAKER JACKET AND WHITE
SWIM SHORTS BY RHOWAN JAMES @RHOWANJAMES
BLACK LEATHER ROPE NECKLACE BY RITA TESOLIN
@RITATESOLIN
GOLD SPIKE RINGS BY CATHARSIS @CATHARSISTORONTO
BLACK WATCH BY ARMANI EXCHANGE @ARMANIEXCHANGE

MIDNIGHT BLUE SEQUIN BELTED TRENCH COAT BY NARCES
@_NARCES
BLACK BEADED PRECIOUS STONED NECKLACE AND DROP
EARRINGS BY RITA TESOLIN @RITATESOLIN

YELLOW AND GOLD PRINT TUXEDO JACKET, BEIGE BONE DRESS PANTS AND LACE PRINTED
WHITE SHIRT BY RHOWAN JAMES @RHOWANJAMES
GOLD SPIKE RINGS BY CATHARSIS @CATHARSISTORONTO
SPIDER BROACH BY STEPHAN CARAS @STEPHANCARAS
BLACK WATCH BY ARMANI EXCHANGE @ARMANIEXCHANGE

TRANSPARENT LEOPARD BODY TOP BY MOSCATO PINK
@SHOPMOSCATOPINK @TORONTOFASHIONACADEMY
RUST WIDE LEG METALLIC PANTS AND SHEER BOMBER VEST
BY VICTORIA HAYES @VICTORIAHAYESCOLLECTION
BLACK SPARKLE AND DIAMOND BOOTS AND HAND PURSE BY
ALDO @ALDO_SHOES
SEMI- PRECIOUS STONED EARRINGS, BRACELETS AND RINGS ALL
BY RITA TESOLIN @RITATESOLIN

YELLOW AND GOLD PRINT BOMBER JACKET BY RHOWAN
JAMES @RHOWANJAMES
KHAKI GREEN CARGO SHORTS BY HIP AND BONE
@HIPANDBONE @TORONTOFASHIONACADEMY
BLACK WATCH BY ARMANI EXCHANGE @ARMANIEXCHANGE
ROSE GOLD SEQUIN SLIP DRESS BY SEASONZ
@SEASONZTORONTO @TORONTOFASHIONACADEMY
GREEN SLEEVELESS DUSTER BY NONIE @NONIE.OFFICIAL
SEMI- PRECIOUS STONED TURQUOISE NECKLACE AND RINGS
BY RITA TESOLIN @RITATESOLIN
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CAFE POLET
MOSCOW

PHOTOS COURTESY OF JULIEN ALBERTINI & ALINA PIMKINA-MEHRLE

CAFE POLET

Moscow,Russia
cafepolet.ru
Moscow’s old Frunze Central Aerodrome may have been
long decommissioned, but its proximity to the city centre
has encouraged developers to create a new residential
neighbourhood around it, whilst inspiring New Yorkbased design studio Aesthetique to inject an appropriately
aeronautical spin into the décor of Café Polet.

From every angle, the interiors are head-turning
cinematic set-pieces that are equal parts Fritz Lang’s
‘Metropolis’, and David Lynch’s ‘Dune’, the retrofuturistic mood set by convex porthole windows,
Martian winged goddesses rendered in six-metre-high
stainless steel, flying saucers reimagined as lamps, and
alien landscapes cut as wall panels.

The Head Chef Aleksandr Airapetyan, a St. Petersburg
Native works hard to stand out from the captivating
background working a menu of European and Georgian
standards. Recent dishes have included a salad of grilled
squid, smoked baby potatoes and truffle mayonnaise,
finished with a dessert of crisp biscuits sweetened with
chocolate and vanilla cream.

The Brexley
Scottsdale, Arizona

THIS SPECTACULAR CUSTOM DOOR WAS DESIGNED AND BUILT BY CODY CARPENTER

PHOTOS COURTESY OF THE BREXLEY

THE BREXLEY

Scottsdale, Arizona
Architect: Donna Winters

thebrexley.com

The Boutique Inn will soothe and delight with its luxe unmatched amenities and
surprising details. Guests can play records or host exclusive dinner parties under the
Arizona sunset. The options are limitless, and your photos will be your most treasured
memories.

All of the bedrooms in The Brexley are complete with Tuft & Needle mattresses
and Belgian Flax linens by West Elm. Guests will love the locally made Charcoal &
Rosemary soap made by TSF Botanicals, Orange Carnelia shampoo and conditioner
by Crane & Carbon.

The Brexley is a picturesque retreat with a unique story that personifies the
spirit of fabled photographer, “Mr. Brexley.” Envisioned through the lens of this
creative soul, the retreat serves as an idyllic milieu for Instagram enthusiasts
with an eye for good light and candid moments.

GMC HUMMER EV
Reveal May 20/20
GMC.com
GMC HUMMER EV brings bold design and remarkable
capability to the electrified vehicle space. GMC’s first allelectric truck with the remarkable quietness inherent in
the operation of an electric vehicle is ‘A Quiet Revolution’.
The vastly reduced noise and zero emissions truck
features 1,000 horsepower, 11,500 lb-ft of torque, and
can go from 0 to 60 mph in 3 seconds.

WHIDBEY ISLAND FARM RETREAT
Whidbey Island, WA

PHOTOS COURTESY OF KEVIN SCOTT - @k7scott/ MW Works - @mw_works

WHIDBEY ISLAND FARM RETREAT
Whidbey Island, WA
Architect: mw works
@mw_works

mwworks.com

Located on a rural site on Whidbey island, a local family sought
a new home and retreat on the site of their family farm. Out of
respect for turn-of-the-century agricultural buildings located on the
site, the home ticks into the edge of a densely forested hillside,
overlooking chicken sheds, a weathered red barn, cattle fields and
a fishing pond.

The house was designed as both retreat and part-time residence for a
growing family with strong local roots going back several generation
on the island. Intended for summer BBQs, fishing retreats, and family
gatherings, the house was designed to be flexible and durable, and
reflect the layered history both of the site and the family itself.

While designed to be comfortable for two, the house accommodates
up to 20 people, with a four-bedroom main house and a compete
bunkhouse for the many grandchildren and guests.

departo
Purposely designed objects

Folding Stool
$225 USD
departo.co
Small but perfectly formed, this Folding Stool combines ash wood and natural canvas
in an intuitively simple structure. Inspired by turn of the century Campaign Furniture,
here accessible tactility and slick functionality make for an instant contemporary
classic. Steel supports lend strength as well as adding surprising texture in a landscape
of natural materials, finished with a leather strap for easy handling.

AESOP
States of Being
Aromatique Room Spray Trio
$145 USD
AESOP.COM

An appealing, convenient set of interior fragrances. Three formulations
to enhance any interior. Distinctive and evocative, each is formulated to
imbue home or office with aromas that help calm the mind and lift the
mood of the hour.

LE CAFE V
OSAKA, JAPAN

PHOTOS COURTESY OF LOUIS VUITTON

LE CAFE V
Osaka, Japan
louisvuitton.com
Le Café V is located on top of the four-floor boutique designed by frequent
LV collaborators architects Jun Aoki and Peter Marino. The intimate
restaurant features seating around an open kitchen, as well as private dining
areas and an outdoor terrace. The space is outfitted in warm tones and
woods with custom design details from Louis Vuitton’s The Objets Nomades,
the brand’s furniture and travel collection. The café also hides the secret
entrance to Sugalabo V, Chef Suga’s exclusive restaurant, which is also
situated inside the Maison.

Tamara Bahry
is a Canadian contemporary photographer
with a global perspective and a gift for
visual storytelling. Her photographic work is
a reflection of the environments she has had
the privilege to spend time in. She is drawn to
abstract viewpoints of life around her, presenting
the ordinary—humankind, animals, water,
bubbles and flowers– in extraordinary ways.
Tamara Bahry fine art photography has been
exhibited in galleries and art fairs around the
world and is included in some of the most
impressive private and corporate collections.
Her work has won several industry awards
and been featured in prestigious
publications such as American Photo,
House & Home, En Route, Photo
Life, Cottage Life Magazine and
Architectural Digest.
tamarabahry.com

TIED HOUSE
CHICAGO IL, USA

PHOTOS COURTESY OF BARRY BRECHEISEN

TIED HOUSE

Chicago IL, USA
tiedhousechicago.com
A ‘tied house’ was a type of saloon that originated in England, but
gained infamy in pre-prohibition America. An institution that was
believed to promote intemperance, tied houses were one of many
factors leading to national prohibition in 1919. A number of former
tied houses remain in Chicago, long after the practice has been made
illegal. Most of the remaining buildings were tied to the Milwaukeebased Schlitz brewery.

ASTON MARTIN SUV
ASTONMARTIN.COM
PRICE UPON REQUEST

Our first SUV, DBX, is a new kind of Aston Martin, one founded on the principles of beauty, luxury and
driving dynamics. Ready to go anywhere, it’s powered by the spirit of adventure. Built on brand-new
architecture, DBX is designed to carry occupants in true Aston Martin style. Brimming with the latest
technology to keep you safe, DBX is comfortable, sumptuously luxurious, and will thrill you from the
moment you sit behind the wheel.

H TRAVEL

STAMBA HOTEL
TBILISI, GEORGIA

PHOTOS COURTESY OF THE STAMBA HOTEL

STAMBA HOTEL

Tbilisi, Georgia
Stambahotel.com
Stamba Hotel is defined by its history, location and bold character. It is the
authenticity that permeates the place that is strongly felt the moment you enter
the premises. From the aesthetics and cultural history to highly professional and
personalized service, Stamba Hotel emerges as a living, breathing reflection of
the city’s growing global significance, as well as its unique brand of creativity.

Inspired by the historic architecture of the former publishing
house with its high ceilings and exposed brickwork, the interiors
of Stamba guestrooms and suites have an industrial, chic
aesthetics.

THE LIBRARY HOTEL
CHAWENG, THAILAND

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE LIBRARY HOTEL

THE LIBRARY HOTEL
Chaweng,Thailand
thelibrarysamui.com

The Library Hotel is a perfect destination for guests looking for a luxurious place
to escape. In addition to having all the amenities of a perfect hotel experience,
each room boasts a curated collection of 50-150 books. The Library Hotel is
organized based on the Dewey Decimal System, which means that each of
the ten guest floors is dedicated to one of ten categories of books, including
literature, language, social sciences, and more.

Inside the room, book collections and artwork are dedicated to your floor’s
theme. Guests can enjoy their reading on beds turned down with bottled water
and Belgian chocolates and high-speed internet, or enjoy our Reading Room,
where refreshments are always available. In the morning, enjoy a daily continental
breakfast, or stop by for a 3-hour wine and cheese reception in the evening. For
guests looking to explore New York, we provide access to fitness centres and
sports clubs around the city.

GOAT STORY
Gina Coffee Maker
245 USD
goat-story.com

departo.co

GINA is an award winning smart coffee instrument that turns coffee brewing
into a special experience. With a precision valve to control the drip, an integrated precision scale and a dedicated brewing app, it enables you to brew
coffee with pour over, immersion and cold drip methods. Oh, and it even
makes tea!

WILLOW HOUSE
TERLINGUA, TEXAS

PHOTOS COURTESY OF LAUREN WERNER

WILLOW HOUSE
Terlingua, Texas
willowhouse.co

Born from a love of exploration, Willow House is an embodiment of the best parts of
West Texas, with a hint of luxury. We’re a 250-acre desert retreat in Terlingua, Texas,
creating a perfect harmony between community and privacy. Guests have access to
a communal Main House complete with a fully-equipped, gourmet kitchen, for those
who like to cook. If not, guests can visit the several restaurants surrounding Willow
House. After dinner, feel free to stay at the Main House for a campfire – or a cocktail!
– before heading to one of 12 private casitas for the night.

But that’s just inside. This desert oasis boasts unobstructed views of the Chisos
Mountain range. Willow House’s proximity to the mountains makes hiking a great
choice for a day trip, with Big Bend National Park being just 6 miles from the
entrance. Our goal is to create experiences that leave our guests rejuvenated.
Whether you’re travelling solo, or with a group (Willow House is great for group
events), prefer exploring the outdoors or admiring the view from inside, Willow
House has something for everyone, no matter your travel style.

PARC BROEKHUIZEN

LEERSUM, THE NETHERLANDS

PHOTOS COURTESY OF DESIGNHOTELS.COM

PARC BROEKHUIZEN

Leersum, The Netherlands
parcbroekhuizen.n
Set within Utrechtse Heuvelrug National Park in the Dutch province of
Utrecht, Parc Broekhuizen calls to mind the romantic, rural escapism of a
bygone era. A Louis XVI-style estate comprising a manor house, a glass
conservatory, an orangery, a carriage house and stables, and English and
Dutch landscaped gardens all set the scene for a range of indulgences.

Countryside pursuits, such as hiking, horseback riding, and golf are
on the hotel’s doorstep. Concerts, conferences, and large groups are
also welcomed at Parc Broekhuizen, thanks to a range of event spaces,
from the 300-capacity Coach Hall to an intimate Salon complete with a
Steinway grand piano.

And though tradition abounds, interiors showcase dashes of whimsy
and humor, “Millennial” pinks and pastel palettes, and an abundance of
contemporary artwork. Countryside pursuits, such as hiking, horseback
riding, and golf are on the hotel’s doorstep.

SUBLIME COMPORTA
LUXURY VILLA RENATALS
GRÂNDOLA, PORTUGAL
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SUBLIME COMPORTA
Grândola, Portugal
sublimecomporta.pt

Nestled on a stunning estate, surrounded by undulating umbrella pines, cork
trees, sand dunes, vineyards, rice fields and pristine, and white-sand beaches
is Sublime Comporta. A breathtaking natural environment comes together with
the elegance of contemporary architecture and decor and achieves the perfect
balance between design, comfort and respect for nature and its surroundings.

An absolutely innovative new option in accommodation, a biological
pool, the expansion of the organic garden including an orchard and
a forest garden, the renovation and redecoration of all rooms and
suites, a new gym, a new yoga/pilates room, a paddle court and the
reinforcement of sustainable practices - in a resort that constantly
intends to be sustainably ... Sublime

K5 HOTEL
Toyko, Japan
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K5 HOTEL

Tokyo, Japan
k5-tokyo.com
More than a hotel, K5 emerges full force as a micro-complex of creative
eateries, unique drinking spots, inspiring gathering points, and Swedishminimalism-meets-Japanese-heritage design, all interlaced to fully express the
notion of “Aimai” a poetic term denoting the benefits of erasing borders.

Here, in a former bank from the 1920s, spaces purposefully
intermingle, adapting to the flow of activity: The library is the
bar, while the coffeeshop doubles as a lounge, which flows
into a wine bar and a restaurant.

Set beside the Tokyo Stock Exchange and serving as the connecting
point between the traditional area of Imperial Palace and hip
Eastern Tokyo, K5 presents 20 generously sized rooms. This is Tokyo
reimagined—a creative microcosm of the city, crafted by those not
afraid to break barriers. Independent minds welcome.

